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European Neutron Scientists awarded at ICNS

1) Walter Hälg prize

2) Erwin Felix Lewy Bertaut

3) Neutron Instrummentation and Innovation Award



The European Neutron Scattering Association - ENSA
awards the 2021

Walter Hälg prize
sponsored by SwissNeutronics

to

Prof. Peter Böni

in recognition of his many ground-breaking contributions in the fields of 
superconductivity and magnetism – most recently embodied by the discovery of 
topological skyrmions in MnSi; andfor his contributions to neutron optics and 
instrumentation, which have played a significant role in the success of both the 

SINQ and FRM2 neutron facilities, as well as all the facilities benefitting from 
advances neutron super mirrors.

Awarded at ICNS 2021 in Buenos Aires, August 23rd 2022,

President of ENSA

Prof. Henrik M. Rønnow



Walter Hälg

Walter Hälg 1917-2011

A pioneer of reactor technology and neutron scatterin
g in Switzerland

- Phd University Basel 1943
- BBC (now ABB) 1946-1960: DEORIT reactor @ PSI
- 1960 Prof ETH Zurich
- 1974 Proposed SINQ spallation source at PSI
- 1984 Retired
- 1996 Swiss neutron source moved from SAPHIR to SINQ

- Missed but remembered in the community since 20
11

Walter Haelg Prize: 
- donation from Walter to ENSA in 1999
- Since 2019 sponsored by Swiss Neutronics
Past prize recipients:
Ferenc Mezei (1999), Jane Brown (2001), Roger A Cowley (2003), Albert Furrer and Hans Ueli.
Güdel (2005), Jeff Penfold (2007), Dieter Richter (2009), Gerry Lander (2011), Giuseppe Zaccai
(2013), Helmuth Rauch (2015) Juan Colmenero (2017), Kell Mortensen (2019)



Prof. Dr. Peter Böni 1983 Ph.D. ETH Zürich

1983-1988 Brookhaven Natl. Lab.

1988-2000 PSI and ETH Zurich

SINQ start 1996

2000-2021 Prof. TU Munchen

FRM2 start 2004

1999 Co-founder of SwissNeutronics

Of 1169 participants



The European Neutron Scattering Association – ENSA
and the European Crystallography Association - ECA

awards the 2021

Erwin Felix Lewy Bertaut Prize
sponsored by Mirrotron

to

Dr. Ellen Fogh

in recognition of multiple early career scientific achievements including her 
pioneering work in the application of highest available magnetic fields – static and 

pulsed – to elucidate the complex links between magnetoelectricity and field-
dependent magnetic structures

Awarded at ICNS 2021 in Buenos Aires, August 23rd 2022,

President of ENSA

Prof. Henrik M. Rønnow



Erwin Felix Lewy Bertaut
Erwin Felix Lewy Bertaut 1913-2003
www.iucr.org/news/newsletter/volume-13/number-1/lewy-betraut-1913-2003

A pioneer in crystallography and neutron scattering. He invented methods for extracting grain size distributio
n from diffraction, and introduced the notion of group theory to predict magnetic structures

- 1913 born in Leobschütz, named Erwin Lewy
- First studied law and philosophy in Freiburg
- 1933 Emigrated to France, takes name Felix Bertaut
- 1949 PhD  CNRS Grenobe
- Together with Louis Neel decide to establish neutron scattering in Grenoble, Went to Brookhaven to lear

n the technique
- 1958-1979 founder and director of Laboratoire Diffraction Neutronique
- 1971-1982 director Laboratoire de Cristallographie, CENG (now CEA)
- 1979 Member of French Academy of Sciences

- 1963 first ICNS in Grenoble, Neel and Bertaut prime promoters of joint French-German high flux reactor -
> ILL

Erwin Felix Lewy Bertaut prize established jointl y by ENSA and European Crystallography Association - ECA
Past winners: 
HMR, Lukáš Palatinus, Tom Fennell, Christian Ruegg, Pavel V. Afonine, Johan Chang, Giorgio Schiro, Linda Reinh
ard, Matthias Zschornak, Ellen Fogh (2021 - ENSA), Lukas Gajdos (2022 - ECA)

http://www.iucr.org/news/newsletter/volume-13/number-1/lewy-betraut-1913-2003


Dr. Ellen Fogh
2019  Ph.D. Danish Technical University

2019- Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne



The European Neutron Scattering Association - ENSA
awards the 2021

Neutron Instrumentation and Innovation Award
sponsored by Mirrotron

to

Dr. Mads Bertelsen

in recognition of his original contributions to extending capabilities of the neutron ray-
tracing package McStas in particular by authoring the packages Guide-bot and Union, and 

for his work towards making these tools efficient to use by the community, which has 
already impacted design of many new instruments across different facilities.

Awarded at ICNS 2021 in Buenos Aires, August 23rd 2022,

President of ENSA

Prof. Henrik M. Rønnow



• Inaugurated by ENSA in 2019 as the “enabler” counterpart 
to Lewy Bertaut prize

• Sponsored by Mirrotron

• 2019 Winner Markus Abel, ILL 
“For ground-breaking advances of the neutron back-scattering technique leading to extended 
dynamic range, higher resolution and better signal-to-noise on the IN16B spectrometer at 
ILL”.



Dr. Mads Bertelsen
2017  Ph.D. University of Copenhagen

2017-2018 Protdoc University of Copenhagen

2019 – Postdoc ESS Data Management Center





ENSA is you !



Neutron community needs

Lambert van Eijck, Evgenii Velichko,

ENSA & TU Delft, Netherlands

This project has received funding from 
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme 
under grant agreement No 823867

Henrik Rønnow
EPFL, Switzerland

Final General Assembly 13/14 June 2022



D2.3
ENSA delegates

NLP analysis + web survey
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Survey responses



Science per topic, per year, per 
region



n.o. pubublications

D2.9

This tool can now be 
used to support 
efforts to promote 
neutron science
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Outcome of survey

13500 inter-related 
answers + comments

Questions relate to:

Career stage, expertise, methods used, 
complementary methods used, 
instruments used, future needs before 
experiment, future needs after 
experiment, instrument needs, needs for 
training/expertise, funding needs, etc.

Inter-relations between questions/answers are depicted in 'wordclouds'

"WHO" "FUTURE NEEDS"



Projection on the 'career axis'



Projection on the 'career axis'



Projection on the 'career axis'



ENSA’s role in neutron education?

• Do we need more neutron schools?

• Should we try to coordinate neutron schools?

• Repository for neutron teaching material?



Novel tools were developed to analyze the scientific activities of the 
neutron community, resulting in the two Brightness2 deliverables 

Through Brightness2 participation, ENSA contributed to the Vision 
Paper of the League of advanced European Neutron Sources

The neutron and X-ray user communities, European and national, 
are teaming up to express their needs in solving the future societal 
challenges.

This project has received funding from 
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme 
under grant agreement No 823867



29/04/2022 LEAPS-ESUO meeting 29

Call conditions: - selected excerpts

Specific conditions

Expected EU contribution 

per project

The Commission estimates that an EU contribution of between EUR 2.00 and 5.00 million would allow these

outcomes to be addressed appropriately. Nonetheless, this does not preclude submission and selection of a

proposal requesting different amounts.

Type of Action Programme Co-fund Action

Eligibility conditions …: given the specific nature of this topic, access provision activities must be included in the proposal.

Considering the Union’s interest to make accessible to its researchers the most advanced research infrastructures, wherever they are in the world, legal entities established in

Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, India, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Republic of Korea, Russia, Singapore, Switzerland, United Kingdom and USA, which provide, under the

grant, access to their research infrastructures to researchers from Member States and Associated Countries, are exceptionally eligible for funding from the Union under this

topic.

Award criteria The following additions to the general award criteria apply: For the 'Excellence' criterion, in addition to its

standard sub-criteria, the following aspects will also be taken into account:

1. The extent to which the access activities (trans-national and/or virtual access) will offer access to the

state-of-the-art infrastructures of European interest in the field, high quality services, and will enable

users to conduct excellent research.

2. The extent to which the project will contribute to facilitating and integrating the access procedures, to

improve the services the infrastructures provide and to further develop their on-line services.

HORIZON-INFRA-2023-SERV-01-03 → conditions





See you next year! 

⏰

March 
20th-23rd

🌍

ecns2023.eu


